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Math – Area
In area, we have learned how to:

× Find area by counting unit squares

× Find the area of a rectangle by multiplying its length x width

× When given its area, find missing side lengths of a rectangle
× Find the area of a large rectangle by decomposing it into two smaller parts

This week, we will find the area of a complex shape. We will break the shape into 

simple rectangles, find the area of each rectangle, and add the areas together.

Directions:

1. Watch the LearnZillion video. Click “Sign in as a guest.”

× Find the Area of a Complex Shape Using Multiplication link)

2. Look at the reteaching and model slides on pages 2-4.

3. Complete the area task. There are 3 area questions. You can choose to:

× Complete the area task online: Area Task 4 (link) OR

× Complete the area task by printing p. 5-7 (or using scrap paper). If you 

choose the "hard copy" option, please:

• Take a picture of your answers.

• E-mail the picture(s) to Ms. Moon by Friday, May 15th.

https://learnzillion.com/assignments/SE84767/
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=FavmrYQ8YES4y3A_6inbnCOJWmEun7pInOkohrTkKodUOVNXSERXQkdYOFVUQjFDUzU0UzhaWkMxSy4u
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Reteaching: Part 1

1. To find the area of this complex shape, you can break it into two rectangles.

2. To find the area of each rectangle, you must know its length and width.

3. If a side length is missing, you can reason to figure it out! 



Reteaching: Part 2

If the width of the rectangle measures 11 cm, the opposite side (the top) must be 11 cm, too.

4 + ? + 4 = 11  

4 + 4 = 8 and 8 + 3 = 11, 

so the missing side must be… 

3 cm



Model:

1. First, I find the length and width of each rectangle. 

2. Next, I find the area of each rectangle.

3. Then, I add the two areas together to find the total area. 

5 cm x 11 cm = 55 sq. cm.

2 cm x   3 cm =   6 sq. cm.

55 + 6 = 61 sq. cm.



Area Task

https://www.engageny.org/resource/released-2019-3-8-ela-and-mathematics-state-test-questions
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Area Task

https://www.engageny.org/resource/released-2019-3-8-ela-and-mathematics-state-test-questions
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Area Task

Figure A Figure B

What is the difference, in square feet, between the area of Figure A and B? _______________________

Explain how you found your answer. ______________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

https://www.engageny.org/resource/released-2019-3-8-ela-and-mathematics-state-test-questions
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